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TO: THE SECRETARY-GENERAL



QOHISTIOHs J5r, Minister.* what In your view are the most
significant recent developments in the Vietnam war, and
what are the prospects for the isime<tiate future?

: fhe United States irtrpsrialists are waging the
most barbarous war of aggression against our count rys
threatening more and more seriously peace in Southeast
Asia arid the world. But they have sustained heavy defeat
in South and in Sorth Vietnam. The people of South
Vietnam fighting with great heroism., have foiled all
their military plans in spite of the eosaaitiaent of over
one million United States puppet, and satellite troops.
The people of Horth Vietnam have not been and will never
foe cowed by the barfearous bombing raids of the United
States imperialists and have dealt them well-deserved.
counterblows «

The whole Vietnamese people are resolutely
fighting against the United States aggressors to defend
their sacred national rights and fulfill their duty to
the peoples of the friendly countries now struggling for
their independence and freedom, 'She four-point stand
of the DRY Govenment is a stand of independence and
peace, and it is the expression of the fundamental
principles and the main provisions of the 195̂  Geneva
Agreements on Vietnam. It is the basis for the correct
political solution to the Vietnam problem^ a basis which
fully meets the deep aspirations of the Vietnamese people
and fully conforms to the spirit of the five-point state-
ment of the IsfPLSVj the only genuine representative of
the people of South Vietnam.

Ifhe peoples of the world, including very large
sections of the population of the United States itself s
more and more strongly support our Just stand and demand
ever more firmly that the ttoited States imperialists
stop their war of aggression in Vietnam and let the
Vietnamese people settle their ovm affairs themselves*

The tlhited States imperialists talk of peace
negotisfe&onS:, but they still show great obduracy.
President Johnson has recently stated with impudence
that he will go on intensifying and ©Banding the war
of aggression in an atteisnpt to cling to the South and
to prolong the partition of Vietnam.
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But however perfidious the maneuvers of the
United States imperialists may fee, the Vietnamese people,
united as one man and fearing neither hardships nor
sacrifices, are determined to carry on their resistance
war to the end to safeguard the independence and freedom
of the fatherland and contribute to the maintenance of
peace in Southeast Asia and the world.

The Vietnamese people will win.

The United States imperialists aggressors will
be defeated.

QUESTION: The BE? is an independent and sovereign
country and the United States imperialists have absolutely
no right to violate this independence and sovereignty.
United States bombing of any point of her territory,
whether a military or a civilian target, is a blatant
act of aggression and an unpardonable crime. It is an
undeniable fact that civilian targets in North Vietnam
have been attacked. The peoples of the world, including
large sections of the American people, are strongly pro-
testing against the United States imperialists* savage
ac ts of aggression.

The United States imperialists must stop
definitively and unconditionally the bombing raids and
all other acts of war against the DRV.

jUESTION: The United States has spoken of the need for
.ialog or contact between itsi&f and the DRV. Would you
comment on this statement?

ANSWER: The United States has made such statements, but
In i'ts deeds it has shown the utmost obduracy and perfidy
and continues the escalation̂  stepping up and expanding
the aggressive war. If it really wants talks, it must
first halt unconditionally the bombing raids and all other
acts of war against the BSV. It is only after the uncon-
ditional cessation of United States bombing and all other
acts of war against the BRV that there could be talks
between the BHV and the United States.

The four-point stand and the correct attitude
of the DRV Government enjoy, we are sure, ever stronger
approval and support from all peace- and justice-loving
peoples and governments in the world. If the United States
refuses to listen to reason, it will further unmask itself
as an obdurate aggressor. The Vietnamese people are
determined to fight until final victory to defend the
Sorth, liberate the South, achieve the peaceful reunifica-
tion of the fatherland, and contribute to the maintenance
of peace in this area and in the world.


